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“I'm the best lawyer, ever."
That line from Jimmy McGill sums up the frustration
he had during season one of Better Call Saul. He
knows he's not the best lawyer ever, but frustrated
because he's better than people give him credit for. A
frustration that will eventually lead him to change his
name and become the morally flexible, Saul

Goodman we all know from the legendary series,
Breaking Bad.
To say Better Call Saul is off to a great start would
be an understatement. The show garnered seven
Emmy nominations after its first season including
Best Dramatic Series, Best Actor in a Drama Series
(Bob Odenkirk), Best Supporting Actor in a Drama
Series (Jonathan Banks), and Best Writing in a
Drama Series (Gordon Smith).

Co-showrunners Vince Gilligan and Peter Gould
have given us a master's class in storytelling that is
complex, dark, and smart during season one. Season

two looks to be even bigger as Jimmy begins his dark
transformation into Saul.
Season one gave us the backstory of a struggling
Jimmy McGill. The writers have also done a
masterful job with the other characters on the show
that have helped shape Jimmy, both good and bad.
From superstar attorney brother Chuck (Michael
McKean), who's also “allergic to electricity" to Kim
(Kim Wexler) who always has his back, and his
evolving relationship with his new partner in crime,
Mike Ehrmantraut (Jonathan Banks). A favorite
character from Breaking Bad, we learn Mike was a
dirty Philly cop for 30 years, who is dealing with
both guilt and grief. Bigger things are ahead for Mike
and Jimmy.
Up to this point, we like Jimmy and root for him
because he (usually) tries to do the right thing and
look out for people. He's been hustling as low-rung,
but scrappy public defender while also standing up
for his elderly clients when no one else will. He's
struggled, though, and as much fun as it is to see him
wiggle out of all the jams he gets himself in, you
have to think more success awaits him in season two.

So, now we find Jimmy at the crossroads of life. He's
worked so hard to stay straight, do the right thing and
build a reputable law practice in Albuquerque, but it's
just not working. He knows he can be more
successful, richer, and have a more exciting life
taking shortcuts and exploiting the law.
As great as season one was, the table has now been
set for a bigger and wilder ride. As Jimmy begins his
decent (or accent, depending on how you look at it)
into becoming Saul Goodman, the question is: how
far will he go? Will he officially, “break bad," or just
dip his toe in the water?
We got an added bonus when the scariest criminal on
TV, Tuco Salamanca, showed up in season one. Who

could appear next? Don't risk your friends or social
media spoiling anything for you, catch the premiere
of season two of Better Call Saul February 15th on
AMC.

